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In   this   NO   BS   quick   start   guide,   I   will   walk   you   through   how   you 

can   hit   the   ground   RUNNING   with   this   course. 

 

No   fluff. 

 

Just   straight   actionable   information. 

 

So   here   we   go… 

 

 

Step   1: 
 

The   main   purpose   of   this   course   is   to   DRIVE   TRAFFIC. 

 

Now,   where   are   you   going   to   send   this   traffic? 

 

The   awesome   thing   about   this   traffic   ‐   is   you   can   drive   it   to 

anywhere   you   want. 

 

● Affiliate   products   (W+,   JVZOO,   Clickbank   etc) 

● Physical   products   (ecommerce   etc) 

● CPA   offers 

● Your   own   products 

● To   a   squeeze   page   to   build   a   list 

 

I   personally   have   used   all   of   these   successfully. 

 



But   in   this   case   study   I   want   to   recommend   to   you   what   I   would 

do   if   I   was   a   complete   newbie   and   had   nothing. 

If   it   were   me,   I'd   choose   to   promote   a   product   as   an   affiliate,   or 

I'd   promote   a   CPA   offer. 

 

CPA   offer   for   those   that   don't   know   is   where   you   get   paid   per 

action   or   paid   per   lead,   or   per   trial. 

 

Sometimes   per   sale..   and   sometimes   technically   you   can   get 

paid   for   someone   just   filling   something   out   (e.g.   web   form   etc). 

 

And   there   are   lots   of   CPA   networks   out   there:  

 

Here   is   a   website   you   can   use   to   find   offers   from   a   range   of 

different   CPA   networks: 

 

http://www.offervault.com/  

 

So   Step   1   is   to   Find   The   Offer. 

 

Which   offer?   Which   niche? 

 

These   are   some   niches   I   recommend: 

 

‐ Health   and   fitness 

‐ Make   money   online 

‐ Forex 

 

These   are   HUNGRY   big   money   niches. 



 

 

These   niches   are   great   because   they   have   MASS   appeal   and   work 

great   with   this   Lazy   Profit   Explosion   method. 

 

So   pick   one   of   those   3   above   and   you'll   be   lining   yourself   up   for 

success. 

 

Here's   a   CPA   offer   that   I've   used   in   the   past. 

It   does   REALLY   well. 

All   I   need   to   do   is   get   a   person   to   fill   in   their   car   details   and   I 

make   an   EASY   $34.   Works   like   gangbusters. 

 

And   the   affiliate   manager   for   this   CPA   offer   keeps   telling   me 

that   this   is   by   far   their   best   converting   offer   at   the   moment. 



 
I   agree   :)   It   must   be   because   it's   performing   amazingly   well. 
STEP   2   ‐   Your   Video   Ad 
 
If   you   know   how   to   create   video,   you   can   create   this   yourself. 
 
But   I   personally   am   not   great   with   video,   and   I'm   a   bit   lazy   :)   So 
I   just   go   to   Fiverr   to   get   my   video   ads   created. 
 
https://www.fiverr.com/ 
 
To   do   this,   simply   type   in:    Video   Ad    in   the   search   bar. 

 
 
Then   look   for   someone   who   can   create   a   SIMPLE   30   sec   video   ad. 
 
Look   for   someone   who   has   good   reviews   also. 
 
Then   simply   send   them   a   message   with   info   about   your   offer. 
 
I   sent   him   the   landing   page   to   the   offer   that   I   shared   with   you 
above   so   they   knew   what   it   was   about.   It's   important   that   your 
video   guy/gal   knows   the   gist. 



 
Then   he   was   able   to   create   a   really   slick   video   ad. 
In   less   than   24   hours! 
 
Easy   peasy. 
 
Also,   be   sure   to   use   the   Lazy   Profit   Explosion   (LPE)   course   to 
create   the   BEST   highest   converting   video   ad   possible.   And   try   to 
send   those   specific   "LPE   requests"   to   the   video   maker   so   that 
your   video   ad   is   that   much   better. 
 
Remember:   The   first   5   seconds   of   your   AD   is   important. 
 
It   should   GRAB   attention. 
 
And   hey   ‐   if   you   ever   find   yourself   on   YouTube   stopping   yourself 
to   watch   an   ad,   then   take   note   of   that!   Model   after   it! 
 
Chances   are   you'll   be   creating   a   winning   video   ad   if   you   simply 
model   after   something   that   caught   your   own   eye...  
 
Alright   back   to   this   case   study... 
 
I   now   had   a   good   30   second   video   ad   for   my   chosen   offer. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Step   3:   Set   Up   Your   Video   Ad 
 

https://www.youtube.com/yt/advertise/ 

 

Simply   follow   the   steps   in   the   Lazy   Profit   Explosion   video   course 

to   set   up   your   ad   ‐   THE   RIGHT   WAY. 

 

Everything   is   laid   out   for   you   step‐by‐step. 

 

 

 

Step   4:   Unleash   Your   'Lazy   Profit'   Campaign 
 

Sit   back,   and   watch   the   traffic   come   in... 

 

This   is   called:   "Lazy"   Profit   Explosion   for   a   reason,   remember?   :) 

 

 

 

My   Results   From   This   Case   Study: 
 
Ran   an   ad   for   it   in   July   2016... 

 

The   results? 

 

CLICKS:    481 

SPENT:    $43.29 



MADE:    $662 

 

PROFIT   =   $618.71 

 

 

And   keep   in   mind   that   I   set   this   whole   thing   up   in   just   a   couple 

hours. 

 

And   honestly   I   could   have   made   it   a   lot   better   :)   But   hey,   I'm 

happy   with   $618   for   just   a   couple   hours   work. 

 

Hope   you   understand   the   power   of   this   traffic   source. 

 

And   the   power   of   video   ads   when   done   correctly. 

 

Do   this   stuff.   It   works   :) 

 

To   your   success, 

‐Raj   S,   Spencer,   Declan 


